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The validation and potential use of mathematical models to estimate the 

shelf-life of refrigerated food exposed to temperature abuse and basing such 

estimations on microbial growth was analyzed. Combined heat transfer, microbial 

growth models, and non-parametric statistical procedures formed a computer- 

based predictive tool to assess shelf-life and estimate the accuracy of the 

prediction. 

Experiments were carried out to assess the precision of the combined 

model parameters. The different situations analyzed considered stepwise 

fluctuations in environmental temperature and a change in package characteristic 

(size and packaging material). Computer simulations showed that even when the 

temperature abuse period constitutes a small fraction of the total exposure time 

(2%-3%), shelf-life can be highly affected (20%-30%). To analyze the precision 



of the combined model response, two sources of variation were considered, 

microbial growth and heat transfer parameters. First order, pseudo-zero order 

kinetics and Arrhenius model formed the basis for the microbial model. The 

accuracy of lag and exponential phase of microbial growth for a mixture of three 

microorganisms (P. fluorescens, S. aureus, and A. Iwojfi) was assessed using a non- 

parametric statistical procedure based on the bootstrap method. The activation 

energy (Ea) and the logarithm of the frequency factor (IIIKQ) were found to be 

109±3.4 J/mole and 48.3±1.5 for the exponential phase of this microbial mixture. 

The values for the exponential phase were 152±4 J/mole and 64.0±1.7, 

respectively. These parameters together with experimental values for the overall 

heat transfer coefficient were used to analyze the precision of the model response. 

This precision was not affected by a change in environmental temperature and 

packaging characteristics and remained constant at _+1 day. Two different 

temperature abuse situations yield estimated shelf-life of 4.8±1 and 8.9±1 day, 

respectively. This result can not be generalized as it depends on the particular 

examples analyzed. 
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Experimental and Mathematical Procedures for the Estimation of Shelf-Life: 

Application to Temperature Abused Chilled Seafood 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All foods lose quality following harvest, slaughter or manufacture at a rate 

which depends on food composition, packaging and storage conditions (Gould, 

1990). Loss of quality may result from physical changes (e.g. loss of desired 

texture), chemical reactions (e.g. rancidity caused by the oxidation of unsaturated 

lipids) or from the activities of microorganisms (Taoukis and Labuza, 1989). In 

some cases, microbial activities will change odor, flavor, texture, color or 

appearance although the product may remain safe for consumption. A more 

serious form of quality loss is that associated with pathogenic organisms, microbial 

toxins or both (Holmes, 1990). In recent years, food processing has undergone 

technological advances allowing the marketing of refrigerated fresh cut fruits and 

vegetables, and even fully prepared dishes with a minimal amount of processing. 

The altered processing conditions and extended shelf-life desired for distribution 

demand special attention to ensure the microbial stability of these products. 

The quality of any food product and its useful shelf-life is strongly 

dependent on its storage temperature record. Industry trends toward refrigerated 

products with longer shelf-life, and processing with reduced or no heat treatment, 

demand a product development effort with emphasis on microbial stability. The 

potential   for   growth   and   survival   of  food-poisoning   and   food   spoilage 
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microorganisms in chilled foods can be estimated by mathematical models 

(Schoolfield et al, 1981; Poonie and Mead, 1984; Oz and Fernsworth, 1985; 

Zamora and Zaritzky, 1986; Phillips and Griffiths, 1987; Pollack and Hellevig, 

1987; Fu et al, 1991). 

Heat transfer models have been developed for temperature calculations in 

packaged food exposed to ambient temperature fluctuation (Scott and Heldman, 

1984; Mittal and Parkin, 1986; Zuritz and Singh, 1985; Chang and Toledo, 1989; 

Simpson et al., 1989). These microbial and heat transfer models can be linked to 

predict temperatures for refrigerated food exposed to environmental temperature 

fluctuations and use them to estimate microbial activities. These calculations can 

be used to determine shelf-life for different foods and storage environments. 

The measurement of food properties, packaging characteristics, kinetic 

parameters for quality losses, processing factors and storage conditions have an 

associated experimental variability. The effect of this variability has been assessed 

only in very few cases (Lenz and Lund, 1977a,b; Hayakawa et al., 1988). 

Mathematical models need to consider this variability as they ultimately determine 

the predicted safety and quality. 

The primary objective of this project was to demonstrate the use of 

computer-supported mathematical models and non-parametric statistical 

techniques to determine a product shelf-life and its precision. 



II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Refrigerated foods 

An increasing consumer demand for foods with minimum preparation time 

and effort could be satisfied by new refrigerated foods. These products need to 

be prepared rapidly, possess the taste and quality of long-time preparation entrees, 

and require essentially little heat application before consumption (Rhodes, 1991; 

Mory, 1988). 

An array of new partially processed, minimally preserved, non-sterile, 

extended shelf-life refrigerated (ESLR) foods are beginning to appear in the 

market (Labuza and Breene, 1989; Rhodes, 1991; Doyle, 1991; Brown, 1991; 

Adams, 1991). The shelf-life of these products is usually limited by microbial 

activities largely determined by the cumulative effect of temperature during the 

handling of the product (Van Arsdel et al., 1969; Labuza, 1982; Jul, 1984; Taoukis 

and Labuza, 1989; Simpson et al., 1989; Almonacid-Merino, 1991a,b). 

Unfortunately, the existing distribution channel is not well equipped for the 

optimum storage, distribution and display of these refrigerated foods (Bodyfelt and 

Davidson, 1975). Serious microbial stability problems exist because of the 

frequency of temperature abuse (Corlett, 1988; Mory, 1988) which is particularly 

troublesome for products relying on refrigeration as the primary barrier to the 

growth of microbial pathogens if sanitation barriers were to fail. Aspects of 

particular concern include the observation that some pathogens grow at 

refrigeration temperature, a phenomenon that was not considered important until 

a few years ago (Anderson and Labell, 1989; Doyle, 1991). 
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Food safety is the continuing subject of front-page newspaper stories, 

magazine articles, and television news (Adams and Sachs, 1991). The pathogens 

of concern in ESLR foods are among others Salmonella spp., Listeria 

monocytogenes, Staphylococcus aureus, and Clostridium botulinum type E and non- 

proteolytic B (Buchanan, 1991). 

Shelf-life and safety can be estimated by different approaches. Time- 

temperature records can be obtained with relative ease thanks to advances in 

microprocessor-based units which can measure product temperature at 

programmable time intervals during storage and distribution (Cairns, 1985; Lewis, 

1985; Lewis and Klatt, 1985; Scott, 1989). Considerable progress has been made 

also on the development of disposable temperature monitoring devices that can 

be attached to shipping containers, cases, and even individual packages. A 

disadvantage of these devices is that they do not provide a precise record of 

temperature as it changes with time, as do time-temperature recorders and digital 

data acquisition systems (Wells and Singh, 1988a,b; Taoukis and Labuza, 1989; 

Malcata, 1990). In addition, most studies on the performance of these devices 

have not taken into account heat transfer limitations associated with the food and 

the packaging material. These indicators are placed on the top of the food item 

and large error may result when the actual, overall degree of quality loss of food 

exposed to a given temperature fluctuation is compared to changes in the 

indicator (Malcata, 1990). 
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Microbial kinetic growth models 

The growth of a microbial population in nutrient media and foods can be 

typified by four phases although more subphases could be used to further 

characterize the growth behavior (Monod, 1949; Kono, 1968; Pirt, 1975). Growth 

is preceded by a lag phase with no increase in cell numbers and continues with 

cell numbers increasing exponentially with time. Cells can not multiply 

indefinitely and thus a stationary phase follows exponential growth and the 

population achieves its maximum size. Finally a decline in cell numbers occurs 

during the death phase. 

The concept of "predictive microbiology" has been introduced recently to 

describe the assessment of shelf-life and safety of refrigerated foods under 

commercial conditions. These methods are based on mathematical models for 

microbial growth (Roberts and Jarvis, 1983; Faver, 1986; McMeekin and Olley, 

1986; Baird-Parker and Kilsby, 1987). Two main models have been proposed to 

estimate microbial growth. The Monod model (Monod, 1949) is essentially a first 

order kinetic model and states that the population increases proportionally to the 

population size. The specific growth rate or generation time is assumed constant 

for constant environmental conditions (Eq. II. 1), 

N= No e*<e-et> (!!.!) 

where N is the number of microorganisms at time 6, N0 the initial number of 

microorganisms, K the specific rate constant, and 6L the lag time extent. This 

model is simple and accurate and has been used extensively even for mixed 

microflora applications (Zamora and Zaritzky, 1985). 
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Microbial growth can be modeled also by the Gompertz function, a non- 

linear expression, first introduced by Gibson et al. (1987): 

log [#(6)]   = A + Cexpt-e1-**6-*"1) (II.2) 

where A, B, C and M are parameters describing microbial growth under given 

experimental conditions. This model (Eq. II.2) does not assume a constant 

specific growth rate. Fu et al. (1991) compared both models, and concluded that 

the Monod model (Eq. II. 1) is more useful because kinetic parameters are not 

easy to obtain for the Gompertz function which requires the use of non-linear 

regression procedures. 

Many models have been proposed to estimate the effect of temperature on 

the growth rate constant. Among them the most important are the Arrhenius 

model and the square root model (Mohr and Krawiec, 1980; Ratkowsky et al., 

1982, 1983; Labuza, 1984; Fu et al., 1991). 

The Arrhenius model describes the effect of temperature on chemical 

reaction rates in general and is based on thermodynamic considerations (Cohen 

and Saguy, 1985). The division of a cell is preceded by the doubling of 

chromosomes which should also follow the Arrhenius model. It has been reported 

to describe the temperature dependence of many chemical reactions related to the 

shelf-life of food, including loss of sensory quality by microbial activities (Mohr 

and Krawiec, 1980; Labuza, 1982, 1984; Wells and Singh, 1987,1988a,b; Fu et al., 

1991). 
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Ratkowsky et al. (1982) proposed the square root model, a simple equation 

for the temperature dependence of microbial growth up to its optimum growth 

temperature, 

v/E = b  (T-Tm) (II.3) 

where k is the microbial growth rate constant, T is temperature and b and Tm are 

regression parameters. These authors (Ratkowsky et al., 1983) applied Eq. (II.3) 

to more than 50 growth data sets with excellent fit. 

Fu et al. (1991) compared the Arrhenius and the square root model for the 

growth of P. fragi in simulated milk media. Both models fit well the experimental 

data in the temperature range studied and were used to predict microbial growth 

in a fluctuating temperature environment. 

Heat transfer models 

Protection of refrigerated foods against temperature fluctuation during 

storage and distribution is important to retain their quality. Most refrigerated 

foods are stored in containers designed to facilitate handling and protect food 

against moisture migration and mechanical damage. The potential of packaging 

materials as a means of reducing heat transfer and therefore damping temperature 

fluctuation merits further investigation (Zuritz and Sastry, 1986). 

The heat transfer process in a refrigerated solid food packaged in an 

insulated container is a three dimensional problem with conduction inside the 

container and through the walls, and convection inside and outside the container 

wall (Mittal and Parkin, 1986).   A useful approach to study heat transfer is 
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through mathematical modeling. Zuritz and Singh (1985), and Zuritz and Sastry 

(1986) simulated the effect of temperature changes in the frozen food chain. 

Sastry and Kilara (1983) developed a model for frozen foods exposed to dithermal 

storage regimes but did not consider the influence of the packaging material. 

Scott and Heldman (1984) predicted frozen food quality during fluctuating 

temperature storage using a finite difference model.   Mittal and Parkin (1986) 

investigated the response to a step change in ambient temperature for frozen 

foods in insulated containers.   Both Scott and Heldman (1984) and Mittal and 

Parkin (1986) modeled the effect of the container by using an overall heat transfer 

coefficient, a reasonable assumption for sufficiently thin packaging materials. 

Mittal and Parkin (1986) analyzed the ability of two insulated containers to 

maintain the low temperature of ice cream at storage temperature.    The 

mathematical model predicted the temperature distribution in the product within 

5% of the experimental data.   Zuritz and Sastry (1986) justified the use of an 

overall heat transfer coefficient for situations in which the energy accumulated in 

the packaging material can be neglected with respect to the energy accumulated 

in the food. An analytical solution of the conduction heat transfer equation with 

a finite surface resistance expressed as an overall heat transfer coefficient gave a 

satisfactory agreement between predicted values and experimental data.  Chang 

and Toledo (1989) used the explicit finite difference equation for heat transfer 

into a rectangular shaped particle. The model worked well to estimate the overall 

heat transfer coefficient. 
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Non-parametric statistical methods 

Parametric statistical procedures include tests based on Student's t 

distribution, analysis of variance, correlation analysis, and regression analysis. The 

appropriate use of these procedures for inference purposes depends on certain 

assumptions. For example, inferential procedures in the analysis of variance 

assume samples obtained from normally distributed populations with equal 

variances. Populations do not always meet the assumptions underlying parametric 

tests and therefore inferential procedures with validity not depending on rigid 

assumptions are also needed. 

Non-parametric statistical procedures are valid under very general 

assumptions. By convention (Daniel, 1978), two main types of statistical 

procedures are treated as non-parametric, namely truly non-parametric and 

distribution-free procedures. Non-parametric procedures are not concerned with 

population parameters while distribution-free procedures do not depend on the 

functional distribution form for the population from which the sample has been 

obtained (Kendall and Sundrum, 1953). Most of the statistical theory in common 

use (parametric) was developed in the 1920's and 1930's when computation was 

slow and expensive (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). Theoretical analysis and 

assumptions were needed for practical applications. Non-parametric methods pay 

a stiff computational price for their freedom from normal distribution theory but 

are feasible when computer implemented (Efron, 1979a,b). 

A typical problem in applied statistics involves the estimation of unknown 

parameters.    The precision of parameter estimators can be addressed by 
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computer-intensive  non-parametric methods  like  bootstrap, jackknife,   cross 

validation, and others (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). Examples described by Efron 

(1979a) show that bootstrap methods are more widely applicable.   Efron and 

Tibshirani (1986) presented bootstrap procedures to estimate the standard error 

for one-sample situations. The bootstrap is then extended to other measures of 

precision such as bias and prediction error, time series, censored data, and 

regression analysis. Bootstrap confidence intervals are also analyzed. 

Efron (1981a,b) reviewed and discussed several non-parametric methods 

for estimating standard error including the jackknife, the bootstrap, half sampling, 

subsampling, balanced repeated replications, infinitesimal jackknife, influence 

function technique and the delta method. The discussion is built around a single 

numerical example, the correlation coefficient from a bivariant normal model. 

The author concludes that the bootstrap performs best among the non-parametric 

methods. The bootstrap (Efron, 1979b) is a simple and straight-forward method 

for calculating approximated standard deviations and confidence intervals in 

almost any non-parametric estimation problem. 
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m. MATHEMATICAL MODELS TO EVALUATE TEMPERATURE ABUSE 
EFFECTS DURING DISTRIBUTION OF REFRIGERATED FOODS 
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ABSTRACT 

The increasing consumption of refrigerated foods in the United States opens new 

opportunities for food processors to satisfy consumer demands for minimally processed 

foods. Previous work has shown the need to reduce the frequency of temperature 

abuse. The development of a personal computer-based tool to evaluate the 

consequences of temperature abuse shows that, even when the fraction of the total 

storage time at an undesirable room temperature is rather small (2-3%), the reduction 

in shelf-life can be highly significant (20-30%). The effect of package size and heat 

transfer properties was also significant. These types of evaluations, needed to help 

reduce product losses, are expensive and time-consuming without the help of the tool 

here presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The increasing consumption of prepared refrigerated foods in the United States 

opens new opportunities for food processors to satisfy consumer demands for 

minimally processed foods. However these foods present the industry, the regulatory 

community and the consumer with serious microbial safety concerns. A recent survey 

of industry managers and food scientists lists food safety as an area of major research 

and development effort for the 1990's (Doyle, 1991). Aspects of particular concern 

include pathogens that grow at refrigeration temperature. This phenomenon, while 

well documented, was not considered important until a few years ago (Anderson and 

Labell, 1989; Doyle, 1991). 

Shelf-life predictions based on mathematical models for microbial growth have 

been published (Schoolfield et al., 1981; Poonie and Mead, 1984; Oz and Famsworth, 

1985; Phillips and Griffiths, 1987; Pollack and Hellevig, 1987) and are being applied 

to the distribution of chilled foods. For example, Zamora and Zaritzky (1986) 

presented mathematical equations to estimate the time necessary for refrigerated 

vacuum packaged beef to reach a bacterial density of 107 CFU/cm2 under various 

storage conditions. Initial composition of the mixed flora, individual growth rates, and 

lag times were obtained experimentally. The growth rate and lag time for each 

microorganism were functions of temperature, pH of the meat cut, and permeability 

of the packaging film. Their model permitted a satisfactory prediction of microbial 

growth for any constant, but not for changing storage temperature.    Fluctuating 
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temperature conditions require continuous food temperature measurements or heat 

transfer models to estimate food temperature as a function of time and location within 

the food, environment temperature records, and the thermal properties of the food and 

its packaging. 

The remaining shelf-life of a refrigerated food is largely determined at any given 

time by the cumulative effect of temperature during the previous handling of the 

product. Unfortunately, the existing distribution channel is not well equipped for the 

optimum control of temperature during the distribution and display of refrigerated 

foods. Serious microbial stability problems exist because of the frequency of 

temperature abuse (Corlett, 1988; Mory, 1988; Simpson et al., 1989; Torres, 1989; 

Doyle, 1991). Distribution temperatures need to be lowered since they are critical in 

maintaining the quality and safety of the product (Young, 1987). The optimum range 

for successfully handling and displaying refrigerated foods is -1° to 2°C (30-35oF), 

certainly never higher than 50C (40oF). However, many of the retail display cases in 

use today cycle up to 7° to 10oC (45° to 50oF; Young, 1987). A similar lack of 

temperature control exists in other steps in the delivery chain of chilled foods. 

There is a need to evaluate the effectiveness of temperature monitoring devices 

and process modifications to lower microbial contamination levels. Packaging 

strategies are needed to isolate the product from an abusive temperature environment. 

All these developments must be carefully evaluated (Mistry and Kosikowsky, 1983; 

Singh and Wells, 1985; Zall etal., 1986; Zuritz and Sastry, 1986; Wells and Singh, 

1987, 1988; Corlett, 1988; Mory, 1988).  In an era of increasingly limited financial 
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resources and need to protect brand equity, it is necessary to select for further studies 

those factors that will have the most impact on product quality. Unfortunately, 

assessing microbial quality is an expensive and time consuming process. A cost- 

effective approach would be to use mathematical models to conduct "computer- 

experiments" to evaluate the expected effectiveness of alternative management 

decisions. Successful computer models could identify a few alternatives worthy of 

experimental testing. 

The objective of this publication is the development of a personal 

computer-implemented model as a tool to evaluate the shelf-life of refrigerated solid 

foods in rectangular containers and undergoing temperature abuse. Previously 

developed numeric strategies allowing efficient heat transfer calculations (Bouzas et al., 

1991) were combined with microbial growth models shown by Li (1988) to accurately 

predict microbial growth under variable temperature. The use of this management tool 

could help reduce product losses. Gains in consumer confidence in product quality 

could lead to an increased demand for refrigerated foods. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Heat transfer model 

Temperature of solid foods in rectangular containers and undergoing temperature 

abuse can be calculated numerically on the basis of energy balance calculations (Chang 

and Toledo, 1989; Bouzas et ah, 1991). Assuming heat transfer symmetry, 'h of the 

total food volume was partitioned into n,, n,, and n* intervals in the x, y and z 
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direction, respectively. This partition generates (n; + 1) x (n, + 1) x (n* + 1) nodes 

whose temperature is predicted using an energy balance for the control volume 

surrounding each node.   The node location affects these calculations and defines 8 

situations, 7 of which are seen in Fig. III. 1, the eighth type corresponds to those with 

no surface boundaries. 

The first law of thermodynamics for a closed system with no deformation can be 

written as 

SQ' = M^ d^"" (III.l) 

Assuming 

dE      = c, dT (in.2) 

and changing to finite differences 

EQ,= Mcp^ = pVcp^ (III.3) 

In the case of volume element type 1 (Fig. III.l), this equation can be written as 

Q'*, + Q'* + Q'* + Q'* + Q'* + Q'u = P c, ^ ^ f U (in.4) 

where 

Q'w = h A (T. - T,) (111.5) 

Q'u = ' k A ^ (III-6) 

Equation (III.4) can be written in finite difference form as 

h ^ ^ (T„ - T,,,), + h —^y(T. - T,M), + h —J—ft* - TliM), + 
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Ax Az (TUJt+, - T,,^),        Ax Ay (T,+,,M - T,,^       Az Ay (T,,^ - T,,^), 
22 Ay 22 Az 22 Ax 

-  nc   AxAyAz[(T,,/A + „-(Tl,),t)J 
"  p   "   2   2   2 A0 Km') 

Equation (III.7) can be used to evaluate temperature T,,M at time 8 + A8 as a 

function of physical properties and known temperature values at time 6 for control 

volumes of the first type (i = l,j = l,k=l) and can be modified for the other 

seven situations. The finite differences, Ax, Ay, Az, and A8, are restricted by a 

stability condition. The case of conduction heat transfer in a solid infinite slab will be 

used as an example of the derivation of this condition. 

¥L =       PC,     dT 
dx2 k      d0 

and changing to finite differences we obtain 

(TI+1 - 2 T, + T,,,), ^pc, (T,),+A, - (T,), 
Ax2 k Ad 

which when rearranged can be expressed as: 

(III.8) 

(111.9) 

CD      =fn n - ^ — i + ^    r {T>+' + T>'h an m (1J.+^      UxMi      (AX)2pcp
J+   pcp       

L     (Ax)2        J (m-1U) 

If the coefficient of (Tx)e, the temperature at x at time 6, were negative, then this 

formula would dictate that the lower (T,), was, the higher (T,),,.,.^ would be at the new 

time 8+A6. But this would violate thermodynamic principles and it follows that a 

necessary condition for non-violation is that Ad should be chosen, for a given Ax, so 

that the coefficient of (Tx)e is non-negative (Croft and Lilley, 1977), 
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i-^^ —>o (ni.ii) (Ax)2 pc, 

which leads to the following upper limit for the time increment 

A9   <   (*£P£ (Hi. 12) 

In the case of the situation described schematically in Fig. III. 1, it is possible to 

derive specific expressions for each control volume type; however, two of them 

represent the most restrictive conditions and can be quantified as follows 

Ae  ^    u—u—u—#-^—t ir- C111-13) -_hhhk k k 
(Ax+Sy+^+(M7+   (2yr+ (AiT 

for control volumes type 1 and 

A9   <    ^ ^ r- (HI. 14) 
4((Ax)T+   (AyT* (Azr) 

for control volumes type 8. 

Most commercial packages have significant heat transfer resistance (Bormett, 

1982) and could be used to dampen the effect of temperature abuse.    Boundary 

conditions (Fig. III.2) can be mathematically described as follows (Zuritz and Sastry, 

1986): 

U=   1 ^ p (111.15) 

"hT +^ +X 

Equation (III. 15) is strictly valid only for steady state conditions; however, it can 

be used in unsteady state conditions when the transient effect of the packaging material 

can be ignored.  This is valid only if (Zuritz and Sastry, 1986) 
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8 «      f (P ^ (HI. 16) 

Consequently, when Eq. (III. 16) is satisfied, the parameter h can be replaced by U in 

the derivation of the numeric algorithm (Bouzas et al., 1991), equations (III.5 to 

III. 14). 

Microbial growth model 

Microbial growth in foods involves usually more than one type of microorganism, 

multiple alternative substrates and changing environment (e.g. temperature, pH, 

oxygen tension). Li (1988) used liquid media to validate a microbial growth model 

which included predictions under variable temperature for the lag and exponential 

growth phase. Experimental and predicted microbial counts agreed well in spite of the 

large and abrupt temperature changes allowed by experimenting with liquid media. 

Li's (1988) data and model were therefore selected for use in this study. 

The kinetics of microbial growth are governed by the following expression (Li, 

1988; Simpson et al., 1989): 

dNM (bm - NJ 
      = rm   Nm;     e>Lm (HIT) 
d0 bm 

Microbial counts associated with the stationary phase reflect spoiled products and 

thus the microbial model can be limited to lag and exponential phase growth 

estimations as follows 

dlSL 
      =rm Nm;     6>Lm (HI. 18) 
dd 
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The rate constant (rj is assumed to change with temperature according to a linear 

model (Spencer and Baines, 1964; Li, 1988) 

r =r0(l +cT) (HI. 19) 

Microbial growth lag models. Temperature affects lag time (L) by influencing the 

adaptation rate of a microorganism to a new environment. An adaption rate can be 

defined as the reciprocal of lag time (1/L). An early report by Cooper (1963) noted 

that the ratio of lag to generation time was nearly constant. This suggested that a 

linear relationship might exist between lag time and the reciprocal of the specific 

growth rate. Regression equations on the basis of this relationship have been 

successfully used to predict lag time (Li, 1988). 

Lag phase models for changing temperature conditions. Methodology to predict 

microbial growth under fluctuating temperature conditions has been recently developed 

(Li, 1988). First, microbial growth rate determinations are conducted at constant 

temperature conditions. Statistical methods are then used to find the best fit specific 

growth rate-temperature model (Eq. III. 19). The reciprocal of the specific growth rate 

is then correlated to the lag time (L). The lag time under fluctuating conditions (9,^) 

is calculated by noting that if L, and 6, are the lag time and incubation period at 

temperature T„ respectively, then 

AG, (—) = lag phase fraction accumulated during incubation period A0, 
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Therefore, 

AG, + Ae2 +  AG, +   AG, = 1=> lag phase completed (jjj 20) 

.Lj L2 lyj L„ 

L, is related to temperature (T,) according to the following expression (Li, 1988): 

L, = AVrCT,) + B' (01.21) 

After time 0,^ = EA6„ the microorganisms begin to grow exponentially and cell 

numbers can be calculated using Eqs. (III. 18) and (III. 19). 

A demonstration example of this prediction methodology for growth as 

temperature fluctuates was given by Li (1988). Brochothrix thermosphacta was chosen 

for its ability to grow at low temperatures and reduced water activity. An experimental 

liquid medium was agitated vigorously and exposed to a temperature cycle of 24h at 

20C and 24h at 140C. Predicted microbial growth under these stepped temperature 

changes fell within the prediction interval at the 95 % confidence level until the growth 

curve reached the stationary phase. 

Combined heat transfer and microbial growth model 

Temperature calculations using heat transfer equations can be combined with 

growth models to estimate food spoilage. The form of the microbial model (Li, 1988) 

should be valid for liquid or solid media. However, model parameters would need to 

be determined for each food. The combination of models derived for lag and 

exponential phase with heat transfer calculations for an infinite slab to analyze the 

microbial spoilage of solid foods whose temperature fluctuates with the environment 

in a rather complex form was implemented by Simpson et al. (1989). In this paper we 
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use a similar approach for foods in rectangular containers. The number of 

microorganism at any time and location in the food is estimated using the trapezoidal 

integration method (Singh, 1983). Average microbial counts at any time are calculated 

by a multivanable numerical integration method described as follows for a two variable 

integral (Tyler, 1953). 

a,    a2 

I=[     f F(x,y) dx dy (ni.22) 
-a,   -a2 

with 

2n      2n 
F(x,y) =    £       I P,,, x' y';  i + j < 2n (ni.23) 

i=0   j=0 

A weighted average expression to calculate Eq. (III.22) numerically is obtained as 

follows (Tyler, 1953) 

m 
T =   4 a, a2 E Ra F(x0, yj (ni.24) 

a = l 

where Ra are weight factors for m points with coordinates (x,,, yj. The condition I = 

I1 for a polynomial of order 2n and m points with location (x.,, yj determines the 

values of the weight factors Ra. In the case of functions of three variables, a twenty- 

one-point fifth order polynomial is used, giving the final expression (Tyler, 1953): 

I       I      [ F(x;,x2,xi) dx/dx^x,   « a,^aj Hge^ + nSSF.+SEFj+SSFJ    (m.25) 
-&/ -a2   -a^ 

where F, correspond to values of the function F(x7,x2,xi) evaluated at the geometrical 

center (F,), six points located midway from the center to each side (F2), six points 
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located on the center of each side (F^), and the eight vertices (F4) of the food volume. 

Fig. ni.3 shows the twenty-one points and their corresponding weight factors. 

An expression for average microbial counts was derived as follows 

[-496F, + 128EF2 + 8EF, + SEFJ 
N-   -   — 2^2^  ^^ 

N_,   «^-     -g-     [-496F, + 128EF2 + 8EF, + 5EFJ (111.27) 

Application examples 

The combined heat transfer and microbial growth model has been tested by 

analyzing the effect of temperature abuse on microbial growth. The program 

considered the presence of only one microorganism but included the effect of the 

packaging material and the product dimensions. Simulation parameters for this 

assumed product and package are described in Table III.l. Figure III.4 shows the 

flowchart of the program developed. Finally, it is important to note that the computer 

model is not restricted to a particular mathematical function for the environment 

temperature. The information could be provided as an arbitrarily changing time- 

temperature record. 

Four assumed environment temperature records, with and without temperature 

abuse (Fig. 111.5), were used in the computer simulation examples. Product shelf- 

life, defined as the time required to reach 107 CFU/mL was estimated for two different 

packages (Table III. 1c) containing food with an initial temperature of 10C. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Several simulations were conducted to evaluate the effect of temperature abuse 

on shelf-life, as affected by abuse severity and packaging characteristics with shelf- 

life of the abused product as a reference for comparisons. 

Effect of environment temperature fluctuations 

Two package size and two overall heat transfer coefficient (U) values (Table 

III. 1c) were considered to analyze the effect of temperature fluctuations. The U value 

used for the large package was 2 W/m2 K (Bormett, 1982). The U value for the small 

package was 3 W/m2 K which is equivalent to using a 50% thinner packaging material. 

Simulations for the effect of environment temperature fluctuations for the small 

and the large package show significant differences between environment and product 

temperature, particularly for the large package with a lower overall heat transfer 

coefficient (Fig. III.6b). This suggests that time temperature indicators placed on 

product surfaces could overestimate the effect of temperature abuse and result in 

unnecessary disposal of product still acceptable for consumption. 

Effect of food location 

Microbial spoilage simulations for the "small" package stored at 60C with two 

abuse events show no practical differences in growth rate among food locations (Fig. 

ni.7a). Only an insignificant (15 min) difference in time to complete lag phase and 

a rather small (2 h) delay to reach the shelf life limitation of 107 CFU/mL can be 
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observed between center and comer food locations. The differences are so minor that 

it is not possible to observe the line corresponding to average microbial spoilage (Fig. 

III.7a). As expected, differences were magnified when the simulation corresponded 

to the larger size package with a smaller overall heat transfer coefficient (Fig. III.7b). 

However, differences in lag time (5h) and in predicted shelf life (5h) are of no 

practical significance. 

In view of the absence of significant thermal inertia (Fig. III.6) for the given 

simulated conditions reflected by the lack of a food location effect, it is not necessary 

to estimate an average microbial spoilage. Figures III.8-9 report only values for the 

apparent critical spoilage point, the food package comer. 

Effect of package characteristics 

Simulations for the effect of package characteristics for storage at 60C with and 

without abuse are depicted in Fig. III.8a and similarly for storage at 80C in Fig. 

III.8b. These simulations show differences large enough to be considered of practical 

importance, up to a 25% extension in shelf life for the two packages evaluated. The 

largest shelf life difference was found between the large package (#2) without abuse 

and the small package (#1) with abuse, 2 d:14h and 2d when stored at 6°C and 8 0C, 

respectively. The impact of package characteristics on shelf life, differences of 9h and 

13h at 60C and 17h for storage at 80C, represents 5 to 10% of the product shelf life. 
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Effect of environment temperature 

Industry personnel frequently face the decision whether to upgrade distribution 

facilities by changing to lower average operating storage temperature (alternative A), 

or to invest in management strategies to reduce the frequency of product exposure to 

undesirably high temperatures (alternative B). Simulations for the effect of temperature 

abuse for the small (Fig. III.9a) and large package (Fig. III.9b) demonstrate the use 

of mathematical models to evaluate the effect of these alternatives on product quality. 

A longer shelf-life extension is observed for alternative A for both package types. In 

the case of the small package, alternative A extends shelf life by 31h (20%) while 

alternative B extends it by 46h (30%), beyond the original value of 6d:7h. In the case 

of the larger unit, the values are 31h (18.5%) and 38h (23%) over the original value 

of 7d for alternatives A and B, respectively. 

It is impractical and expensive to conduct microbial tests to estimate shelf life 

under all possible temperature scenarios. The above analysis suggests a much better 

approach, that is to conduct a few and simple constant temperature experiments to 

determine microbial kinetics data and then use mathematical modeling techniques to 

estimate microbial spoilage for any desired temperature history (changing or constant). 

The same approach could be used to evaluate packaging alternatives and also to 

facilitate the control by regulatory agencies of the marketing of temperature sensitive 

foods. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The channels for distribution and display of chilled foods are not well equipped 

for their optimum handling. Temperature surveys have shown that refrigerated foods 

are frequently exposed to undesirable storage temperatures. New technologies facilitate 

data acquisition and more information is available to identify existing problems. The 

tool presented in this paper, highlights the consequences of temperature abuse and 

shows that, even when the fraction of the total storage time at an inappropriate 

temperature is rather small (2-3%), the reduction in shelf-life can be significant. 

Moreover, this method can be used to identify those improvements in facility and 

product handling with the most impact on product quality. The computer model can 

help estimate the benefits of more costly packaging alternatives (e.g. using a thicker 

cardboard) and can generate curves for shelf life as a function of package 

characteristics (size, material and selected thickness) for given temperature scenarios. 

The availability to the food industry of this and other similar management tools would 

allow for more informed management decisions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A = area, m2 

A1 = lag phase model constant 

a, = half size, direction x 

a2 = half size, direction y 

a3 = half size, direction z 

B1 = lag phase model constant 

b,, = maximum Nm achieved during stationary growth phase 

c = rate model constant, K"7 

Cp = specific heat, J/kg K 

CFU = colony forming units 

E = specific energy, J/kg 

F(x,y) = arbitrary function 

h = convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K 

h, = convective heat transfer coefficient, internal air, trapped), W/m2 K 

h, = convective heat transfer coefficient, external air, W/m2 K 

I = integral of function F(x,y) 

I' = numerical integral of function F(x,y) 

k = thermal conductivity, W/m K 

k^ = thermal conductivity, packaging material 

Lm = lag time for microorganism "m", d 

C = food thickness, m 
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M = mass, kg 

Nm = colony forming units per unit volume at any location and time, CFU/mL 

OD = optical density 

m = index for a specific microorganism 

n, = number of intervals, direction x 

n, = number of intervals, direction y 

n* = number of intervals, direction z 

Pjy = polynomial expression, coefficients 

Q' = heat flow rate, W 

Q\ = heat flow rate by convection, W 

Q'k = heat flow rate by conduction, W 

Ra = weight factor, coordinates x^y,, 

r = specific rate constant, s'' 

T„ = specific growth rate at any temperature 

r,, = standard spoilage rate at 0oC, s"7 

T = temperature, 0C or K 

T, = surface temperature, 0C or K 

T. = environment air temperature, 0C or K 

U = overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K 

V = volume, m3 

x,y,z = rectangular coordinates 

x;, x2, x3 = general variables 
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5 = thickness, packaging material 

p = density, kg/nt* 

0 = time 
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TABLE ELI.  Simulation parameters for shelf-life predictions 

a. Heat transfer model 

Product thermal conductivity 
Product specific heat 
Overall heat transfer coefficient 

0.56 
3,680 
3 or 2 

W/m2K 
J/kgK 
W/m2K 

Number of partitions (X) 
Number of partitions (Y) 
Number of partitions (Z) 
Initial temperature 
Time increment 

4 
4 
4 
1 

30 

oc 
s 

b.  Microbial growth model 

Initial cell counts 

r0 

c 
A' 
B' 

LOxlO'CFU/mL 
0.007   s"7 

0.05     K"' 
3.01     units 

-28.97     units 

c. Packaging characteristics 

Height, m 

Package #1 ("small")        0.126 

Package #2 ("large")        0.230 

Width, m 

0.090 

Length, m U, W/m2 K 

0.180 

0.052 

0.130 
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Type #7 

Type #4 

/ 
i 

1 

/ 
,1 

1 

Type #6 

(1.2J) 

ORIGINAL PARALLELEPIPED 

/     (1/8) OF  THE ORIGINAL VOLUME 

*(!) 

y(J) 
tzW 

Q'       :   CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER 
FROM ENVIRONMENT 

Q'       :   CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER 
k       WITHIN THE FOOD 

CONTROL VOLUME/TYPE 1   Q' 

Figure IDLl Schematic representation of the numeric method  for heat transfer 
calculations 
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U = 

h, 
+ 5 + 

Figure in.2 Schematic representation of the boundary conditions for the heat transfer 
model 
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Figure 111.3        Weight factors and location for the numerical  integration  for 
microbial count estimations 
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( START   ) 

PARAMETERS  IMPUT 
KINETIC.  HEAT   TRANSFER 
ENVIRONMENT   TEMPERATURE 

1.  CALCULATE  TEMPERATURES  FOR  NEXT  TIME 

2.  CALCULATE MICROBIAL  GROWTH DURING   TIME  INTERVAL 

3. COMPUTE  AVERAGE CFU 

Figure 10.4 Flowchart for implementation of combined heat transfer and microbial 
growth model 
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Figure HI.5   Temperature abuse scenarios 
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Figure III.6 Predicted food temperature, effect of packaging characteristics 
a. small package 
b. large package 
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Figure in.7 Microbial spoilage simulations, effect of food location 
a. small package 
b. large package 
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Figure 111.8 Microbial spoilage simulations, effect of package characteristics 
a. storage at 60C with and without temperature abuse 
b. storage at 80C with and without temperature abuse 
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Figure in.9 Microbial spoilage simulations, effect of environment temperature 
a. small package 
b. large package 
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IV.  NUMERICAL AND STATISTICAL METHODOLOGIES TO ANALYZE 
MICROBIAL SPOILAGE OF REFRIGERATED SOLID FOODS 

EXPOSED TO TEMPERATURE ABUSE 
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ABSTRACT 

Modeling and statistical analysis procedures were developed to analyze 

time-temperature effects for non-isothermal conditions on reaction kinetics. The 

procedures were applied to microbial spoilage of a refrigerated seafood model 

exposed to temperature abuse during commercial distribution. The spoilage 

model is based on pseudo zero and first order reaction kinetics for the lag and 

exponential growth phase, respectively. The stationary growth phase was not 

modelled as it was assumed that the product acceptability limit would be reached 

during the exponential growth phase. Temperature effects on kinetic constants 

were estimated using the Arrhenius model. 

A mixture of Pseudomonas fluorescens, Staphylococcus aureus and 

Achromobacter Iwoffi grown isothermally and under two arbitrarily changing 

temperature records were used to estimate kinetic parameters and their accuracy. 

Traditional linear regression methods were utilized to model temperature effects 

observed during preliminary isothermal experiments. These values were 

considered initial values for nonlinear estimation of the frequency constant (KQ) 

and activation energy (Ea) parameters for both the lag and exponential growth 

phase. The "complex" optimization technique was used to minimize the square 

difference between experimental and fitted values while parameter accuracy was 

assessed using the "bootstrap" method. Ea and I^KQ) were found to be 109±3.4 

kJ/mole and 48.3±1.5 for the exponential growth and 152_+4.0 kJ/mole and 

64.4jil.7 for the lag phase, respectively. The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank sum 
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test showed no significant differences between the parameters generated by two 

different temperature profiles (5% significance level). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Commercial interest in refrigerated foods has expanded rapidly in response 

to consumer demand for convenient and close-to-fresh products. The 

development of new technologies to design foods with extended refrigerated shelf- 

life is limited by temperature which can vary as the chain of food handling is 

extended from producer to consumer. 

Loss of shelf-life in a food product is usually evaluated by the measurement 

of one or more quality factors. These factors can be physical, chemical, 

microbiological or sensory indices (Taoukis and Labuza, 1989). In most situations, 

the reactions involved follow first or pseudo zero order kinetics (Nunes et al., 

1991). The temperature dependence of most reactions including microbial growth 

can be described by the Arrhenius model (Labuza and Riboh, 1982; Labuza and 

Kamman, 1983; Fu et al, 1990). 

Microbial product stability is largely determined at any given time by the 

cumulative effect of fluctuating temperature throughout the previous handling of 

the product. The temperature fluctuation effect on microbial stability can be 

quantitatively studied by computer supported techniques which were recently used 

to evaluate the effectiveness of measures to control and prevent temperature 

abuse (Chapter III). The exponential phase of microbial growth is usually 

described by a first order reaction while the lag phase can be approached using 

a "marker" indicator reflecting cell physiology status (Srivastava and Volesky, 

1990). For example, it has been shown that exponential phase cells have a 

relatively   higher  RNA  content   than   lag-phase   cells,   and   that   the   RNA 
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concentration changes linearly during the lag phase and reaches a maximum value 

when entering the exponential phase (Herbert, 1961; Srivastava and Volesky, 

1990). 

Most kinetic studies are carried out isothermally (Nunes et al., 1991). This 

is a well documented procedure when applied to shelf-life determinations (Hill 

and Grieger-Block, 1980; Labuza and Riboh, 1982; Labuza and Kamman, 1983; 

Lai and Heldman, 1983; Haralampu et al., 1985; Cohen and Saguy, 1985; 

Arabshahi and Lund, 1985). In general, the procedure consists of estimating the 

rate constant at different but constant temperatures within the range of interest. 

Kinetic parameters and their accuracy are estimated by linear regressions based 

on the Arrhenius model. This method is known as the two-step method (Nunes 

et al., 1991). An alternative is the estimation of kinetic parameters by nonlinear 

regression. The minimum for the sum of square differences between experimental 

and calculated values can be used to find the kinetic parameters best describing 

data generated under non-isothermal conditions.  The minimum is found using 

numerical or analytical optimization techniques.  Among the advantages of this 

approach are reductions in time and experimental labor and since foods are 

subjected to a range of temperature conditions, non-isothermal experiments 

simulate more closely actual spoilage situations. In addition, constant temperature 

tests do not detect transient thermal history effects which could introduce errors 

in shelf-life estimations for changing temperature storage.  Non-isothermal tests 

can detect thermal history effects, although they are difficult to incorporate into 

shelf-life prediction models. 
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Non-isothermal experiments are not practical if the estimation of parameter 

variability requires a large number of experiments and normal distribution 

assumption. A solution is the use of non-parametric statistics which do not rely 

upon normal distribution assumptions to assess this variability (Efron, 1979b; 

Efron and Tibshirani, 1986; Nasri et al, 1992). The "bootstrap" is a non- 

parametric free-distribution method to assess variability using a small number of 

experiments and standard error estimations which is simple and straightforward 

(Efron, 1979a,b, 1981a,b; Efron and Tibshirani, 1986; Efron, 1988). The 

application of this method is described in this paper for the case of non-isothermal 

microbial growth. The experimentation includes determination of the lag and 

exponential phase for the growth in pollack surimi of a mixture of Pseudomonas 

fluorescens, Staphylococcus aureus and Achromobacter Iwoffi. These 

microorganisms have been reported to be associated with the microbial spoilage 

of seafood (Jay, 1978). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Microbial growth 

Isothermal tests. P. fluorescens ATCC 15456 and A. Iwoffi ATCC 17925 were 

grown at 260C in 300 ml side arm flasks containing 30 ml nutrient broth (8 g/1) 

(Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI). S. aureus ATCC 13565 was grown in the same 

medium but at 370C. Mid-exponential growth cells were recovered by 

centrifugation (3,000xg, 10 min, SS-34 rotor, Sorval Superspeed RC2-B, Norvalk, 

CT), resuspended in 30 ml nutrient broth containing 16% glycerol (M778-09, J.T. 
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Baker Inc., Phillipsburg, NJ) and then stored frozen at -80oC.  Just prior to use, 

the suspension was thawed at room temperature and counted on plate count agar 

(Difco Laboratories) as a post-inoculation verification that cells had survived the 

preparation procedure.  The final inoculum was a mixture of P. fluorescens, A. 

Iwojfi, and 5. aureus with each bacteria in the same proportion and obtained from 

single stock cultures. 

Heat-sealed pouches filled with 10 g commercial pollack surimi (Lot No. 

16392, 70% moisture content, Unisea Cold Storage, Redmond, WA) mixed in a 

3:1 proportion with distilled water were frozen at -40oC and then radappertized 

(5 Megarad) at the Oregon State University Radiation Center. After thawing at 

room temperature, the pouches were open under sterile conditions, inoculated 

with one ml of the microbial mixture (103-104 cells/g), and then homogenized for 

two minutes using a Stomacher (Model STO-400, Tekmar Co., Cincinnati, OH). 

Duplicate total counts were determined on total plate count agar from two 

pouches incubated at 1, 5, 8, and 120C taken at time intervals depending on 

storage temperature. 

Non-isothermal tests. Pouches prepared as described above were incubated for 

nine days in two temperature-controlled chambers. Each chamber was 

programmed with a base temperature of 1-20C superimposed with different and 

arbitrary temperature steps of a few hours between 5 and 140C. Temperature 

inside a pouch in each chamber, as well as chamber temperature, were monitored 

using an electronic datalogger (Model 21X, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT). 
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Duplicate total counts were determined from two pouches removed from each 

chamber at 24 h intervals. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Microbial Growth Model 

Exponential phase. First order reaction kinetics for microbial growth (Pirt, 1975) 

with an Arrhenius model for the temperature dependency for the growth constant 

described as: 

--£ (IV. 1) 

leads to the following expression for growth under non-isothermal conditions. 

e       Ee 

^(6)   =   EXP[K0   [ e'**™ ,/e] (IV.2) 

The kinetic parameters Ea, KQ can be evaluated from experiments made at 

different but constant temperatures. At each temperature, K is computed from 

the slope of the plot ln(N) as a function of time. The Arrhenius plot is then used 

to obtain Ea and h^Ko) and used in Eq. (IV.2) to evaluate growth under non- 

isothermal conditions. The integral expression in Eq. (IV.2) may be solved 

numerically using the trapezoidal rule (Singh, 1983). 
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Ae / =   fe ««<» dQ=ff (9) dQ „ A° [^ (eo) +/ (ep +2 £/ (6,)]     (IV3) 
o o 2 *-i 

Lag phase. The lag phase can be estimated on a semilogarithm plot as the time 

corresponding to the intersection of the horizontal line passing through the 

population at time 0 and the straight line describing the exponential growth phase 

(Pirt, 1975). The lag phase duration was modeled assuming that a key 

intracellular component has a certain maximum concentration when the lag phase 

is completed. The concentration increase of this component, frequently reported 

to be RNA (Herbert, 1961; Srivastava and Voleskey, 1990), is assumed to follow 

pseudo zero order kinetics. Kinetic parameters for the lag phase can be estimated 

by assuming that the production of this intracellular chemical or "marker" can be 

described as follows: 

d[MARKER] ,   , /TV4x — l   =   constant (IV-4) 
</8 

If the marker concentration is replaced by the fraction 

[MARKER]/[MARKER]max the rate constant becomes K' = 1/6L where 8L is lag 

time at that given temperature and Eq. (IV.4) can be rewritten as: 

d  [MARKER] 
RK [MARKER]^   =   ^ (IV.5) 

with 
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[MARKER] 

[MARKER]^ 

[MARKER\ 

[MARKER]^ 

=   0 at time   =   0 (IV.6) 

1 at time   =   6L (IV.7) 

Again, temperature effects were described by an Arrhenius expression: 

/   — (IV.8) 
K'iT)   =   tie" 

The following expression is obtained by integration and used to analyze a non- 

isothermal lag phase: 

[MAjmaq    (* time -Q)   -    f\'/™dB (IV-9) 
[MARKER]^ { 

Again, the integral expression in this equation can be solved by a numerical 

method. The complete microbial model for any time-temperature record consists 

then of the two following processes occurring in series: 

d  [MARKER] 

W"**- ,Klfor 0<ese1 „ o<  I*™  ri   (IV10)  -'max "rfe -       ---,.-.-   [MARKER}   , 
■•niaxJ 

and 
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^   =   KN forQ ±6, (IV.ll) 

In general, non-isothermal growth may be described as: 

N   =  AEa, K0, E'a, < W)) (IV-12) 

or, 

N   =  /p, im (IV.13) 

where 6 is the set of unknown parameters, and T(0) is a known time-temperature 

profile. 

Statistical Analysis 

6 and its accuracy can be estimated by linear regression using isothermal 

experiments and Arrhenius plots. 6 can be estimated also from Eq. (IV. 12) by 

fitting the best curve to non-isothermal data, i.e. by choosing values minimizing 

the following objective function: 

OBJ   =   £ NU - fl(P|. T*6))]2 (IV14) 

j=i 

with /Jj a set of parameters to be tested. The estimators obtained by minimizing 

Eq. (IV. 14) are considered unbiased and do not overestimate or underestimate 

systematically the true parameters.  The minimum can be found numerically or 
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analytically if the regression model is not a complicated mathematical function. 

In the case of the microbial model here presented the "complex" method 

(Spendley et al., 1962; Box, 1965; Beveridge and Schechter, 1970) was used to 

systematically evaluate Eq. (IV. 14) using different parameter sets R, until the one 

minimizing this equation was found.    Given a multivariable function V  = 

v(x1, X2,...xm), the minimum can be approached using two constraint types.   If ^ 

and Uj are upper and lower limits for the variable Xj, an explicit constraint can be 

expressed as ^ < Xj < Uj (i = 1, 2, ...m). Although our case involves only explicit 

constraints an implicit constraint could be expressed as Gj < 0 with Gj = 

gjtxj, x2, ..., xj for j = 1, 2, ...n. 

An initial point must be provided  in the  complex method  and  all 

constraints must be satisfied. The calculation procedure begins by the search for 

2m-1 additional feasible solutions using the initial feasible point and random 

numbers. The next step is a systematic and iterative search for an improvement 

on the worst feasible solution.  The convergence criterion to stop this iteration 

process is a negligible improvement in the objective function (V). In our case this 

criterion was specified as follows: 

Vworst Vjex     <.    a001 (IV15) 

v rbest 

where VWOISt and Vbest are selected from the 2m objective function values available 

at a given iteration point. When the parameter set minimizing Eq. (IV. 14) is 

found, Eq. (IV. 13) can be rewritten in term of estimators as follows: 
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N   =  fL&Jjm (IV.16) 

Accuracy evaluation of parameters obtained with the complex method was 

done using a bootstrap procedure (Efron 1979a,b, 1981a,b; Efron and Tibshirani, 

1986; Efron, 1988). In our case, an unknown probability model P has given us a 

set of observations (Nobs, 0)j. The statistics of interest Ea, Ko, Ea', and Ko' have 

been calculated from the minimization of Eq. (IV. 14); we wish to assess their 

accuracy. The accuracy of the parameters could be estimated by obtaining 

independently generated replicates of J3, say [£a(l)> Ko(l)> ^a'(l)» Ko'(l)]; [£<a(2), 

K0(2), £.'(2), 1^(2)]; ... [£», ^(n), £a'(n), ^'(n)]. However, this option is an 

inconvenient procedure as it requires a large number of experiments. 

Assuming additive errors independent of sampling time (Sj), the bootstrap 

method allows us to estimate the unknown probability model P which can be 

described as: 

(AU>i   =   Ni + e. (IV-17) 

with   Nt   = /(P, 716,.)) (IV.18) 

with Cj an independent error with an unknown probability distribution F for an 

observation (Nobs)i. The minimization of Eq. (IV.14) gave estimated mean values: 

^  = ytf, ne)) (IV-19) 
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and estimated errors (residuals) given by: 

*i   =   WoJi - #1      0' = !' 2> -' ») (IV-20) 

This allowed us to obtain an estimated version of F: 

F:   probability - on e.      i = 1, 2 n (IV.21) 
n 

Bootstrap data sets (N'X are then generated according to 

(AO,   =   ^ - e; i = 1, 2, .... n (IV.22) 

with e*!, e*2,..., e*n independent observations drawn randomly from F. The data 

sets (N*^ are used to generate a bootstrap least square estimate of J3* calculated 

using Eq. (IV. 14). The process is repeated B times for each of two time 

temperature records T^). A relatively small bootstrap size (B = 25) has been 

reported to give acceptable standard error estimations (Efron and Tibshirani, 
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1986).   The populations of 25 parameter sets for the experimental temperature 

records Tj(6) can be represented as follows: 

^aj'    ^Of    £«y    ^Oj 

Ew£   Ko2>   E^   Ko2 

E°25'    Ko2S'    Ea2S'    ^25 

(IV.23) 

The estimated variability for each parameter can be computed as follows: 

B 

E lK{b) - KW2 (IV.24) 
't: B 

where 

B 

§*•« (IV.25) 

B 

Analogous calculations are made to obtain the variability of the other three 

parameters. 

A non-parametric procedure is used to test for significant differences 

between the estimated parameters generated by the two independent temperature 

records, T^S) and T2(6). The lack of a significant difference would suggest the 

absence of thermal history effects on microbial growth. An appropriate procedure 
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is the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank sum test which can be summarized as follows 

(Daniel, 1978). The M (= nj + n2, with nj = n2 = 25) bootstrap-generated values 

are assigned a ranking number (Rj). The sum of ranks assigned to one of the 

populations is: 

W   =   £*,. (^.26) 
/=i 

A large sample approximation (^ > 20) (Daniel, 1978) for a two side test of the 

null hypothesis H0 (i.e., the two samples come from identical populations) versus 

the alternative hypothesis Ha (i.e., population 1 parameters differ from those for 

population 2) was used to define W: 

(/ij+nj+l) 

W - EJW)          W ' [ni       2       ] 
Wf   =    2l_l   =    ±  (IV.27) 

[var0(w)]2 [»! n2   
1    2     ]2 

At a significance level a, W can be tested using za values obtained from normal 

distribution tables, N(0, 1) as follows: 

reject H0 if    W ± z(a) (IV 28) 

accept H0 if    W1 < z(a) 
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Implementation  of statistical  procedures.     A temperature profile and  the 

corresponding data set were fed into the model, Eqs. (IV.10) and (IV.ll). The 

isothermal kinetic parameters were used as initial solution in the complex method 

optimization, and the standard error for these parameters became the lower and 

upper limit for each parameter.    The model determines first the lag phase 

duration, i.e when [RNA]/[RNA]max reaches 1. Microbial counts up to that point 

are averaged and this value becomes N0 for the exponential phase simulation 

establishing a connection and dependence between both phases of the growth 

model. Temperature data were read every two minutes which was the numerical 

integration time increment.   Finally minimization of Eq. (IV. 14) generates the 

kinetic parameter estimates. 

The same procedure is applied for the second temperature profile. Using 

the estimated parameters and the experimental microbial data, the residuals were 

evaluated using Eq. (IV.20).    Bootstrap data sets (25) were generated by 

evaluation of Eq. (IV.22) and used to find estimated bootstrap parameters 

following the same procedures used for the original experimental data.  Finally, 

bootstrap accuracy was evaluated using Eq. (IV.24). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Isothermal experiments 

Isothermal growth experiments at 1, 5, 8, and 120C are shown in Figure 

IV. 1. Lag phase duration and specific growth rate constant at each temperature 

are shown in Table IV. 1. It must be stressed that this experiment was conducted 
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to obtain initial values for the kinetic parameters (Ea and In KQ) for the microbial 

population mixture.   Incubation chambers were frequently open for sampling 

purposes and had on-off temperature controls; therefore, temperature control was 

only average (no better than JL1
0
C). This observation points out an advantage of 

non-isothermal experiments where temperature is measured rather than assumed 

to be constant. 

Kinetic parameters obtained by linear regressions (Table IV.2) were the 

initial values needed for the complex method used for the nonlinear least square 

parameter estimation. Parameter accuracy information was used to select lower 

and upper limits for these values (Table IV.3). 

Ea and I^KQ) values can not be chosen independently at random which is 

the procedure used in the complex method to minimize the square difference. 

The distribution of rate constants is fixed by upper and lower bounds that differ 

from those associated with a normal distribution with constant standard deviation 

(Lenz and Lund, 1977b). In the Arrhenius plot, the rate constants are normally 

distributed for the average activation energy; however, at higher activation 

energies, the mean reaction rate constant is larger and the distribution is skewed 

toward higher values of K at the given temperature. Since the optimization 

technique chooses Ea and In^) at random, improper combinations of parameters 

can occur. These combinations will result in high values of the objective function 

(Eq. IV. 13) and will be rejected by the minimization process. 
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Non-isothermal experiments 

Pouch temperatures obtained by stepwise fluctuations of the incubation 

chamber temperature and the experimental microbial counts are shown in Figures 

IV.2 and IV.3. The degree of lag phase completion is described on a 0-100% 

maximum marker concentration scale. Both temperature profiles resulted in lag 

phase durations over 6 days which is longer than the value observed at 10C in the 

isothermal experiment (5.4 days). This observation is surprising because the 

non-isothermal experiments were conducted at 10C with abuse. Results from both 

experiments should be closer even though the constant temperature was not 

exactly 10C. One can speculate that microorganisms undergo an acceleration 

phase in addition to the lag and exponential phases included in the model. 

Inclusion of an acceleration phase is recommended for future non-isothermal 

simulation models. 

Table IV.4 shows the two sets of 25 bootstrap parameters calculated from 

each temperature profile. Visual comparisons of the cumulative relative frequency 

graphs for these two sets show no apparent differences for the lag phase (Figure 

IV.4) and exponential phase (Figure IV.5) parameters. These observations were 

confirmed by the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test which found also no significant 

differences (a = 0.05) (Table IV.5). Finally, Figure IV.6 shows again 

experimental and simulated values for temperature profile #2, but the latter are 

obtained using the kinetic parameters generated from temperature profile #1. 

Lag phase is 6.5 d in Figure IV.3 and 6.6 d in Figure IV.6; time to reach 108 

cells/g is 7.4 d in Figure IV.3 and 7.6 in Figure IV.6. Similar observations can be 
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made when experimental counts for temperature profile #1 are compared with 

simulated values using the kinetic parameters generated from temperature profile 

#2 (data not shown). These simulations are also consistent with the Mann- 

Whitney-Wilcoxon test. 

Table IV.6 shows estimated parameters and their bootstrap accuracy. The 

standard error for parameters estimated non-isothermally are smaller than those 

obtained from isothermal experiments (Table IV.2). Isothermal experiments 

require more experimental work since rate constants are estimated first and then 

used to obtain Arrhenius parameters. The isothermal parameter estimation 

assumes a constant temperature which was only approximately true experimentally. 

Temperature fluctuated around the selected value and if the fluctuation had been 

taken into account the experiment would have been non-isothermal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the lag growth phase was simulated successfully under variable 

temperature by assuming a "marker" indicator reflecting cell physiology, the growth 

model could be improved by including an acceleration phase. Non-isothermal 

parameter estimations and bootstrap accuracy determinations simplified 

experimental work and eliminated data analysis assumptions. The growth model 

generated from rather simple and few experimental measurements can be used to 

analyze a variety of commercial storage and distribution problems. The effect of 

package size, packaging material, temperature abuse profiles among many other 

effects could be readily simulated to reduce the amount of actual tests conducted 
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to determine the best strategy for the distribution of refrigerated foods. Finally, 

the bootstrap method allowed the determination of kinetic parameter variability 

which can be used in estimating the uncertainty of shelf-life predictions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

B: number of bootstrap samples 

Ea: activation energy (first order kinetics), cal/mole 

Ea': activation energy (pseudo zero order kinetics), cal/mole 

F: probability distribution model 

G: arbitrary function 

H0: null hypothesis 

Ha: alternative hypothesis 

i: counter 

I: numerical integral 

j: counter 

K: specific growth rate constant (first order kinetics), d"1 

K': reaction rate constant (pseudo zero order kinetics), units/d 

K^ frequency factor (first order kinetics), d"1 

Ko': frequency factor (pseudo zero order kinetics), units/d 

/: lower limit 

m: integer number 

M: integer number 

n: integer number 

N: microbial counts, CFU/g 

n^ number of elements in population 1 

%: number of elements in population 2 

Nobs: observed microbial counts, CFU/g 
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OBJ: objective function 

P: probability distribution model 

R: universal gas constant, cal/mole K 

T: temperature, 0C or K 

u: upper limit 

V: arbitrary function 

W: Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon statistic 

x: variable 

V critical value at significant level a i 

6: set of kinetic parameters 

6: residuals 

6: time 

%■ 
initial time 

ef: final time 

ek: indicator time for each time interv 

GL: lag time duration 

o: standard error 

indicates a value generated by bootstrap 

indicates an estimated variable 
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Table IV. 1.   Rate Constants, Isothermal Experiment 
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Temperat ure, 0C 

1 5 8 12 

T ag Phase, d 5.37 1.51 0.63 0.44 

Rate constant, Marker, unit/d 0.19 0.66 1.59 2.27 

Specific rate constant, 1/d 1.21 1.79 3.65 7.26 



Table IV.2.    Kinetic Parameters, Isothermal Experiment 
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Ea [kJ/mole] Ln(Ko) 

Lag Phase 151     ±       26 

109     JL       12 

64.8    _+ 

48.0    ± 

11.1 

Exponential Phase 5.3 

Variability in form of Standard Error 
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Table IV.3.    Initial Parameter Set and Limits,  (explicit constraints) 

Initial Solution Lower Limit Upper Limit 

Ea'Pcj/mol] 151 131 177 

Ln(Ko') 64.8 53.7 75.9 

Ea [kJ/mol] 109 97.0 121 

Ln(Ko) 48.0 42.7 53.3 



Table IV.4  Bootstrap Kinetic Parameters 
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a. Temperature Profile 1 b. Temperature Profile 2 

Sample 
number [ltJ/»ol 1 

tn(K0') 

(kj/mol | 
UWKOl 

156 65.6 106 16.1 

1«7 62. 1 106 <7.< 

151 64 . 1 11 1 <e.e 

1<9 6). 1 111 <9. ) 

151 61.9 112 <9.1 

156 66.6 111 49.9 

159 67. 1 105 46.2 

e 151 61.6 112 46.9 

9 15< 65.1 113 49.4 

10 152 64.1 106 46. 1 

146 61.5 111 49. 1 

150 63.2 114 50.1 

146 62.7 106 47.4 

146 62.5 107 47. 3 

144 60.6 107 46.9 

151 61.6 110 46.5 

157 66.2 112 49.1 

156 66.1 107 46.6 

146 62.7 111 49.1 

ISO 61.5 108 47.5 

159 67.1 106 <7.8 

154 65.3 107 46.6 

152 64.4 105 46.2 

155 64.6 10] 45.2 

151 63.8 117 51.8 

Sdmple 
number (KJ/»ol| 

LnlKo'1 
[KJ/moi| 

Ln(Ko) 

157 105 45.9 

154 111 46.4 

144 109 46. 1 

154 112 49. 3 

156 106 47.1 

156 65.6 111 46.4 

152 64.) 109 46. 3 

160 116 50. 6 

144 lit 50. 6 

146 105 

154 111 

154 116 

148 106 

149 111 

149 109 

149 111 

152 109 

159 103 

144 114 

150 106 

152 112 

152 103 

151 103 

152 111 

154 111 
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Table IV.5.    Test of Hypothesis, Mann-Whiney-Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test 

Ea' 

Rank Sum 

Ln(Ko')         Ea Ln(Ko) 

W 

Ea' Ln(Ko') Ea Ln(Ko) 

z 

(0.05) 

645 642                657 652 0.15    0.09    0.38 0.28 1.96 
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Table IV.6.    Kinetic Parameters, Non-isothermal Experiment 

Profile Ea' [Id/mole]          Ln(Ko') Ea [kJ/mole] Ln(Ko) 

1 

2 

152      +_ 4.0      64.4     +_  1.7 

152     _+   4.2      64.2    ±  1.8 

109      +_ 3.4 

109     ± 3.9 

48.3     +_  1.5 

48.5     +.  1.7 

Bootstrap Standard Error 
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Figure IV. 1 Growth in a seafood model of a mixture of Pseudomonas 

fluorescens, Staphylococcus aureus and Achromobacter Iwoffi 

incubated at different constant temperature. 
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Figure IV.2 a. Pouch temperatures obtained by stepwise fluctuation 

(temperature profile #1) of the incubation chamber temperature, 

b. Experimental (□), and simulated growth (—) and degree of lag 

phase completion (—) for a mixture of Pseudomonas fluorescens, 

Staphylococcus aureus and Achromobacter Iwoffi growing in a 

seafood model incubated non-isothermally. The degree of lag phase 

completion is expressed as % maximum "marker" concentration. 
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Figure IV.3 a. Pouch temperatures obtained by stepwise fluctuation 

(temperature profile #2) of the incubation chamber temperature, 

b. Experimental (□), and simulated growth (—) and degree of lag 

phase completion (—) for a mixture of Pseudomonas fluorescens, 

Staphylococcus aureus and Achromobacter Iwoffi growing in a 

seafood model incubated non-isothermally. The degree of lag phase 

completion is expressed as % maximum "marker" concentration. 
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Figure IV.4   Cumulative relative frequency comparison of lag phase parameters 

generated by two temperature profiles.    Populations 1 and 2 

obtained from temperature profiles #1 and 2, respectively, 

a. activation energy (Ea'); b. In^'). 
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Figure IV.5   Cumulative relative frequency comparison of exponential phase 

parameters generated by two temperature profiles.  Populations 1 

and 2 obtained from temperature profiles #1 and 2, respectively, 

a. activation energy (Ea); b. In^) 
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Figure IV. 6 a. Pouch temperatures obtained by stepwise fluctuation #2 of the 

incubation chamber temperature. 

b. Experimental (□) growth for stepwise fluctuation #2 for a 

mixture of Pseudomonas fluorescens, Staphylococcus aureus and 

Achromobacter Iwoffi growing in a seafood model incubated non- 

isothermally. Simulated growth (—) and degree of lag phase 

completion (--) were obtained using parameters estimated from 

temperature profile #1 (Figure 2a). The degree of lag phase 

completion is expressed as % maximum "marker" concentration. 
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V.  SHELF-LIFE MODEL FOR REFRIGERATED FOODS 
EXPOSED TO TEMPERATURE ABUSE: 

VARIABILITY ANALYSIS OF ESTIMATED VALUES 
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ABSTRACT 

A study was conducted to develop a methodology for shelf-life estimations 

for refrigerated foods using a mathematical model as a prediction tool.    A 

bootstrap methodology to estimate the variability of these model estimations was 

also proposed. The experimental food considered was a pollack surimi block in 

an expanded polystyrene or cardboard container.    The response variability 

considered in the shelf-life prediction model had two sources, heat transfer and 

microbial growth parameters.     Heat transfer parameters were  determined 

experimentally while those for microbial growth were derived from a previously 

published effort.    Two ambient temperature profiles tested with the model 

generated shelf-lifes of 4.8_+1 d and 8.9_+1 d, respectively. In spite of significant 

food temperature effects, no practical differences were found in shelf-life 

estimation and variability when the container type was changed from EPS to 

cardboard. This would suggest that microbial growth kinetic parameter determine 

shelf-life variability more than heat transfer parameters but this result can not be 

generalized as it depends on kinetic parameters and the thickness and type of 

container material. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Industrial, consumer and regulatory interest in the convenience, quality and 

safety aspects of chilled foods has increased in recent years (Corlett, 1988; Mory, 

1988; Doyle, 1991; Rhodes, 1991; Adams, 1991). Chilled foods are perceived by 

consumers as "fresh" and containing no or few additives (Corlett, 1988; Mory, 

1988; Meffert, 1990; Rhodes, 1991). Although refrigeration slows or prevents most 

microbial growth, some spoilage and pathogenic microorganisms will continue to 

multiply. Given enough time at this temperature, their number may increase to 

a level sufficient for loss of safety, quality or both (Zamora and Zaritzky, 1986; 

Li, 1988; Li and Torres, 1989). Food processors must be aware of the source and 

growth potential of these microorganisms (e.g. Listeria monocytogenes) and expect 

that at some point during the storage, distribution, display or consumer handling 

of refrigerated foods, proper refrigeration of the product will not be maintained 

(Torres, 1989; Simpson et al, 1989; Almonacid-Merino and Torres, 1991a,b, 

1992a,b). 

The quality of a refrigerated food product and its useful shelf-life is 

strongly dependent on temperature history (Van Arsdel et al, 1969; Jul, 1984; 

Labuza, 1982; Wells and Singh, 1988a,b; Taoukis and Labuza, 1989). 

Time/temperature records should be used at storage facilities and during 

transportation (Scott, 1989). The dependence of shelf-life on temperature, a 

factor that is usually hard to control, makes shelf-life predictions and open date 

labelling difficult tasks. Most frequently, shelf-life determinations are based on 

most probable average or worst case temperature (Taoukis and Labuza, 1989). 
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In the first approach, products of unacceptable quality with an unexpired claimed 

shelf-life may be sold if real temperature exceeds the estimated average 

temperature.    The second approach is conservative but leads to waste of 

acceptable products since a considerable fraction of a production lot may not be 

exposed to the extreme conditions assumed (Taoukis and Labuza, 1989). These 

predictions are further complicated by the insulating effect of packaging materials 

(Zuritz and Sastry, 1986; Torres, 1989). 

Temperature abuse can occur for many reasons, including shipping and 

receiving delays, inadequate design of storage facilities, mechanical problems in 

refrigeration equipment, and improper loading of display cases (Torres, 1989). 

Incorporation of Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) procedures 

(Bauman, 1974) in the control of manufacturing, storage and distribution of foods 

is highly recommended to optimize safety and quality.   In general, HACCP 

consists of the identification and assessment of hazards associated with the 

manufacture, storage, distribution and use of a food product; determination of 

critical control points for identifiable hazards; and establishment of procedures to 

monitor these critical control points. Critical control points for refrigerated foods 

include raw material and ingredient handling, prevention of cross contamination, 

package characteristics and integrity, and adequate refrigeration during storage, 

distribution and consumer handling (Corlett, 1988). Mathematical models could 

facilitate the application of hazard analysis.   Implemented as computer-based 

decision supported systems, they would be valuable instruments to identify 

economically optimal solutions (Meffert, 1990). 
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A different approach to estimate shelf-life is the use of time temperature 

indicators (111) placed on the food package (Mistry and Kosikowski, 1983; Grisius 

et al., 1987; Cherng and Zall, 1989). However, heat transfer limitations associated 

with the food and the packaging material have not been taken into account in 

most indicator performance studies and large shelf-life errors may occur when 

actual quality losses of food exposed to temperature fluctuations are compared to 

changes in the indicator.    Malcata (1990) analyzed the case of sinusoidal 

temperature fluctuations and infinite slab geometry assuming thermophysical 

properties independent of temperature,  heat transfer by conduction  only, 

packaging material with negligible heat transfer resistance, and identical activation 

energy for the deteriorative spoilage reaction and the I'll. In all cases analyzed, 

the indicator response was faster than the loss of food quality; hence, the residual 

shelf-life prediction error lies on the conservative side.  This underprediction of 

residual shelf-life is an economic concern since the indicator may signal the 

shelf-life end much earlier than it actually occurs. Further research is required to 

evaluate temperature fluctuation effects on shelf-life because most food spoilage 

situations do not comply with Malcata's (1990) assumptions. 

Although all mathematical model predictions should be accompanied with 

a variability estimator, most methods to assess shelf-life assume no variabilities in 

physical and reaction kinetic parameters. The variability associated with shelf-life 

calculations will affect product safety guidelines.    In the case of thermal 

processing, variability effects studies have been used to quantify the effect of 

errors and variabilities in the experimental determination of physical constants 
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(Hayakawa et al., 1988; Lenz and Lund, 1977a,b).   The uncertainties in the 

experimental data in refrigerated food shelf-life calculations and the effects of 

these uncertainties on the precision of shelf-life estimations are primary objectives 

of this paper. The statistical determination of shelf-life uncertainty was separated 

into heat transfer considerations which in our case involved the estimation of a set 

of horizontal and vertical overall heat transfer coefficients (UH, Uv); the 

estimation of parameters for the kinetic equations describing microbial growth; 

and, their effect on the variability of the shelf-life model response. Growth kinetic 

equations and experimental data were taken from previous work (Almonacid- 

Merino and Torres, 1992b) while heat transfer calculations followed the procedure 

described by Almonacid-Merino and Torres (1992a) and based on an assumption 

suggested by Zuritz and Sastry (1986).   The experimental food model was a 

pollack surimi block in an expanded polystyrene board box. The assumptions for 

the heat transfer calculations were examined by computer modeling procedures 

to evaluate errors introduced in temperature predictions and estimated microbial 

growth. Finally, the methodology developed in this paper included also shelf-life 

determination procedures with a corresponding prediction variability estimator. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Heat transfer determinations 

Blocks of commercial pollack surimi (Lot No. 16392,70% moisture content, 

Unisea Cold Storage, Redmond, WA) used as a food model were cut into eight 

0.12 x 0.09 x 0.052 m pieces, wrapped in aluminum foil to avoid dehydration, and 
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then placed in eight similarly constructed containers made from 1 cm thick 

expanded polystyrene (EPS) board. Randomly chosen sets of four containers were 

placed in each of two 30 ft3 chambers (Model X-30, Hoffman Manufacturing, 

Albany, OR) and exposed to heating and cooling steps within the 0-20oC 

temperature range. Thermocouples placed in each container (Figure V.l) and in 

each chamber were used to record temperature with an electronic datalogger 

(Model 21X, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT). 

Heat transfer model. Heat transfer calculated using the methodology described 

by Almonacid-Merino and Torres (1992a), involves conduction resistance in the 

food and through the container side, and convection resistance inner and outer 

sides of the container. Assuming heat transfer symmetry, 1/8 of the total food 

volume was partitioned five times in each direction to generate 125 elements 

characterized by a corresponding control volume (Figure III.l). An energy 

balance for the corner control volume element and written in finite difference 

terms generates the following expression (Chang and Toledo, 1989; Almonacid- 

Merino and Torres, 1992a): 

Q'm + Q'v + Q'K + Q'n + Q'^Q',* = PVy^^if      (v.i) 

where 

QLi   =   hA (Tm- Ts) (V.2) 
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AT 
OL    =    -kA -^ (V.3) 

Equation (V.l) can be written in finite difference form as: 

2  2 J' 2  2 

i. Az Ax /„  „,    v   , Ax A v * -i/ J. Jc*i _ i. J. * ' e 
2  2       2, j. * '6    22 Az 

^ Az Ay (ri+i, j, * ~ Ti, j. k )e + ^ Az Ax (^j, j^i, ^ ri, j, ^ )e 
2  2 Ax 2  2        Ay 

= or Ax Ay Az [ (rit j, Jr)e^Ae ~ (ri, j, jc )eJ    (y 4) 
P p 2  2  2 A0 

Eq.(V.4) and similar expressions for other control volume elements can be used 

to evaluate T^ for all nodes at time 6 + AS as a function of physical properties 

and known temperature values at time 6. Stability conditions considered to select 

Ax, Ay, Az, and A6 values were (Almonacid-Merino and Torres, 1992a): 

A8   <;    ^        ,v ex 
21— + — + — +     k     +     k     +     Jc   v        lv'=>; 

Ax Ay Az (Ax)2 (Ay)2 (Az)2 

and 

Ae  *   TT^ ^ r-7 (v.6) 4 (—-—  + —i—  + —£—) v ' 
(Ax)2 (Ay)2 (Az)2 
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The  boundary conditions  for  heat  transfer  calculations  include  the 

packaging material (Figure 111.2) and were described mathematically as: 

U   '    JL + ± + ± (v-7) 

This expression is strictly valid only for stationary conditions; however, it can be 

used for non-stationary conditions if the transient effect of the packaging material 

can be ignored (Zuritz and Sastry, 1986), i.e. when: 

6   < <      ^P^fcod (v#8) 

2 ( P Cp) package 

If Eq.(V.8) is satisfied, the parameter h in Eq.(V.4) can be replaced by horizontal 

(UH) and vertical (Uv) overall heat transfer coefficients. These unknown 

parameters were evaluated using the Complex optimization technique (Beveridge 

and Schechter, 1970) to minimize the square differences between the experimental 

and calculated temperature at three food locations: 

OBJ  =  £ (r1>caJC - r1(exp)2 + 

+ V (r,    ,   - r,     )2 (v.9) 
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Eight (UH, Uv) pairs corresponding to each of the eight experimental containers 

were used to analyze the effect on the model response of the combined variability 

of pollack surimi, container material and construction, and storage chamber. 

Estimation of the heat transfer calculations error. Computer simulations were 

used to estimate the error introduced by the assumption suggested by Zuritz and 

Sastry (1986) in the analysis of the stepwise storage-temperature fluctuations used 

in our experiments. An infinite slab with a 0.01 m polystyrene layer was analyzed 

assuming first the validity of a boundary condition based on an overall heat 

transfer coefficient (U) combining surface and polystyrene heat transfer resistance 

(Analysis 1). In analysis 2, the finite difference step was made to coincide with 

the polystyrene layer and the boundary condition included only convection heat 

transfer resistance (h). Packaging properties were used for the first finite 

difference step while those for food were used for subsequent steps. Computer 

simulations compared temperature and microbial growth in the exponential phase. 

Microbial growth estimations 

The following methodology to estimate microbial growth under fluctuating 

temperature conditions was developed by Almonacid-Merino and Torres (1992b). 

Non linear regression and non-parametric statistical methods are used to estimate 

kinetic parameters and their accuracy from experiments at variable temperature. 

Lag phase is modeled in terms of a key intracellular compound (a "marker") 

required for lag phase completion and following pseudo zero order kinetics. The 
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lag  phase  is   assumed   completed  when  the   marker  reaches   a   maximum 

concentration.  The complete microbial model for any time-temperature record 

consists of the two following processes occurring in series: 

^    [MARKER] 

IMARKBR]^        _ , (V.10) 

"de—  " K 

for 

o < e <, eL 

Q<_[MARKm        il 

[MARKER] ^ 

and 

-^    =   KN (V.12) 
do 

for 

e ZBL 

with K and K' following an Arrhenius model for temperature dependence: 

K(T)     =    Kn e'RT (V.13) 

< 
K'(T)     -    K'e-t? (V-14) 
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Shelf-life prediction model 

The heat transfer and microbial growth calculations can be combined into a model 

to estimate shelf-life. A maximum microbial concentration can be considered as 

a quality indicator, and when that maximum is reached, the shelf-life is considered 

expired.   The corner of the food block is assumed to be the critical point for 

quality losses (Almonacid-Merino and Torres, 1992a). A general representation 

of the combined heat transfer and microbial growth model can be written as 

follows: 

^(6)    =   f (UH.  UVI  Te{Q)) (V.15) 

#(6)    =   f (£0, Ea, k1,, E'a,  ^(6)) (V.16) 

Statistical analysis of model response variability 

The response variability of the shelf-life prediction model comes from two 

sources, heat transfer and microbial growth calculations. Overall heat transfer 

coefficients for the packaged food model were obtained by direct experimentation 

and quantified using Eq.(V.9). Kinetic parameters for microbial growth can be 

generated by bootstrap sampling (Efron, 1988) from data obtained as in 

Almonacid-Merino and Torres (1992a). The variability of the combined model 

response is analyzed by a bootstrap methodology (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986) 

assuming the real distribution of the parameters (F) can be replaced by an 

unknown empirical distribution (£). Random (UH, Uv) sets with probability 1/8 

and random (ICQ, Ea, \^, Ea') sets with probability 1/25 are taken from these 
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unknown probability distribution models.   These two parameter set groups are 

generated from two independent experiments, therefore, the combined random set 

of six parameters is taken with probability 1/200 from the joint probability 

distribution. The procedure continues with the determination of the number of 

random samples needed to obtain an acceptable precision in the determination 

of the model response variability. A temperature profile is selected for shelf-life 

evaluation, shelf-life values are calculated for each random data set, and finally 

the response variability is evaluated using a standard deviation value.    The 

procedure is repeated ten times to obtain ten shelf-life standard deviations. The 

coefficient of variation of these standard deviations is then determined as an 

absolute measurement of the variability of shelf-life variability. The whole process 

is repeated 40 times, each time increasing the size of the random sample by five, 

until a sample size of 200 is reached and the change in the coefficient of variation 

is then examined. At a recommended variation coefficient of 0.1, sample sizes as 

low as 25 have been found acceptable (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). 

Model application examples 

Refrigerated shelf-life and its variability for a number of different situations 

can be determined once the recommended bootstrap sample size is known for a 

given experimental situation. Examples used to demonstrate the flexibility of the 

shelf-life prediction model included the estimation of shelf-life and its variability 

for two different temperature profiles. The effect of changing the construction 

material  for the pollack surimi container was analyzed for one of these 
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temperature profiles.   The latter analysis required a new set of overall heat 

transfer coefficients which were obtained by reevaluation of experimental values 

assuming hj, he and thermal conductivity do not change if the container material 

changes. For example, if thickness and material type are changed, we can obtain 

a new set of eight pseudo-experimental data pairs (UH', Uv') generated as follows: 

1 lb' 
—>    =    -T  + —> (V.17) 

-    =    —  +  —   +  -^ (V.18) u        ^      he     kp ^•"^ 

1 11 
-TT     =    "£-   +  T" (V.19) 

Finally Table V.3. shows the parameters used in the model other than those 

being estimated. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Estimation of heat transfer calculations error. Equation (V.8) which was 

obtained from the analysis of an infinite slab and not considering the transient 

effects of variable storage temperatures (Zuritz and Sastry, 1986) did not clearly 

confirm the valid use of overall heat transfer coefficients in Eq. (V.4). The case 

of pollack surimi blocks in EPS containers and using published values (Cleland, 

1985; Succar, 1987; Wang and Kolbe, 1990,1991) led to the following calculations: 



Ill 

S£    =    0.052 in 

(P ^food    =    4xl06(- 
m3 0C 

(P cp)packa9e    =    3.38xlO«(-JSL_) 

Substituting these values in Eq. (V.8) yields: 

8 = 0.01 < 0.03 

The small margin by which this inequality was satisfied for our 

experimental container reinforced the need to evaluate the effect of the heat 

transfer approximation suggested by Zuritz and Sastry (1986). Center temperature 

and microbial growth simulations for a 0.05 m infinite pollack surimi slab covered 

with a 0.01 m EPS layer showed a maximum temperature error of l.TC and a 

stable difference in the logarithmic value of estimated microbial counts (Figure 

V.2). If we consider IxlO7 CFU/g as a limiting shelf-life value, the more accurate 

shelf-life is 97 h (Analysis 2), and the approximated value is 107 h (Analysis 1). 

The rationale for the use of U in the heat transfer calculations is the reduction in 

computational time, an important consideration for personal computer users. 

Therefore, the model was used keeping in mind the systematic negative error 

introduced by this assumption. 

Determination of the overall heat transfer coefficient.    The minimization of 

Eq.(V.9) yields eight (UH, Uy) pairs (Table V.la). Excellent agreement was found 
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between experimental and calculated temperature with a maximum difference less 

than 0.5oC for all eight experimental containers.   Figures V.3 and V.4 show 

examples of calculated and experimental temperatures for different locations 

within the pollack block correspond to two containers taken from each of the two 

chambers used as variable storage temperature simulators. It should be noted that 

the optimization procedure to determine the overall heat transfer coefficient 

reduces the effect of the heat transfer calculation error. Therefore, the magnitude 

of the error estimated by computer simulations is an upper boundary value. 

Determination of bootstrap sampling size. Table V.2 shows 25 sets of microbial 

growth kinetic parameters obtained by Almonacid-Merino and Torres (1992b). 

These kinetic parameters and those from Table V.la were used to determine the 

number of random samples which should be taken to obtain a model response 

standard deviation with a low variability. Figure V.5 shows that the coefficient of 

variation approaches 0.1 for a sampling size of 25, an effect consistent with 

published values (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). 

Shelf-life model application examples. Two arbitrary ambient temperature 

profiles (Figure V.6a and V.7a), and a change of container material (EPS to 

cardboard) and thickness (10"2 m to 8 x 10^ m) were used as shelf-life and 

variability determination examples. Cardboard properties were those reported by 

Zuritz and Sastry (1986).   The change in container material reduces the error 
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caused by the use of an overall heat transfer coefficient in evaluating Eq.(V.4) as 

it increases the difference by which Eq.(V.8) is satisfied. 

The variability analysis for the recommended bootstrap size (25) shows a 

one-day shelf-life variability for all three experiments (Figures V.6b and V.7b). 

Shelf-life was highly affected by environmental temperature, yielding a shelf-life 

of 4.8+1 d (Figure IV.6b) for the first profile (Figure IV.6a) and increased to 

8.9±1 d (Figure IV.Tb) for the second profile (Figure IV.7a). Changes in product 

size, as well as combinations of size and container material changes, have also 

been found to affect shelf-life significantly (Almonacid-Merino and Torres, 1992a). 

Table V.lb shows the new set of pseudo-experimental values for the overall 

heat transfer coefficient used in the analysis of model response variability. The 

EPS board thickness was 10"2 m and had a thermal conductivity of 0.03 w/m 0C 

(Cleland, 1985) yielding a resistance of 0.33 m2 cC/w. Therefore, values larger 

than 3 w/m2 0C for the overall heat transfer coefficient result in negative values 

for the calculated heat transfer coefficient hT. We can speculate that negative 

values correspond to negligible convection heat transfer resistance or to errors 

introduced by using U in the evaluation of Eq.(V.4). Figure V.2 shows the correct 

temperature changing faster (Analysis 2) than the one calculated assuming an 

overall heat transfer coefficient (U) (Analysis 1). Consequently, the estimated 

overall heat transfer coefficient is larger than the actual value to absorb these 

errors. 

The overall heat transfer coefficient changes by an order of magnitude 

when the container material and thickness was changed and is reflected on corner 
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temperatures (Figure V.7a). Corner temperatures for the pollack surimi block in 

the EPS container are distinguishable from the environment temperature which 

is not the case for the cardboard container. In spite of this significant temperature 

effect, shelf-life was not affected, and would suggest that microbial growth kinetic 

parameter determine shelf-life variability more than heat transfer parameters. 

This result can not be generalized as it depends on thickness and container 

material. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The variability of shelf-life estimations was assessed by the model for 

different temperature scenarios and container type. The standard deviation of the 

model response could be used as a safety factor for a product shelf-life. If a 

conservative criterion is applied for the case analyzed in this paper, the calculated 

estimated shelf-life would be decreased by one day over the value generated by 

the model. Finally, if the computational speed available to users of shelf-life 

models increases, models with fewer assumptions could be used to improve the 

simulation. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A: area, m2 

Ea: activation energy (first order kinetics), J/mole 

Ea': activation energy (pseudo zero order kinetics), J/mole 

F: probability distribution model 

h: convective heat transfer coefficient, w/m2 K 

he: convective heat transfer coefficient, external air, w/m2 K 

hj: convective heat transfer coefficient, internal air (trapped), w/m2 K 

hT: total convective heat transfer coefficient, w/m2 K 

K: specific growth rate constant (first order kinetics), d'1 

K': reaction rate constant (pseudo zero order kinetics), units/d 

KQ-. frequency factor (first order kinetics), d"1 

KQ': frequency factor (pseudo zero order kinetics), units/d 

KF: food thermal conductivity, W/m K 

Kj,: thermal conductivity, packaging material 1, W/m K 

Kp': thermal conductivity, packaging material 2, W/m K 

N: microbial counts, CFU/g 

Qh': heat flow by convection, W 

Qk': heat flow by conduction, W 

T: temperature, 0C or K 

Ts: temperature, 0C or K 

T : environment air temperature, 0C or K 

U: overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K 
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UH: horizontal overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K 

Uv: vertical overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K 

U': recalculated overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K 

x,y,z: rectangular coordinates 

Q: density, kg/m3 

6: time, s 

eL: lag phase duration, s 

6: thickness packaging material 1, m 

6': thickness packaging material 2,  m 

A: indicates estimated variable 
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Table V.l.  Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 

U„ Uv 

a. Hxpanded polystyrene board, 0.U1 m thick 

2.9 2.8 
3.0 2.7 
3.1 2.7 
2.9 2.6 
3.1 2.8 
2.9 2.6 
3.3 2.7 
3.0 2.8 

b. Card board, 0.0008 m thick 

33 24 
55 18 
55 18 
33 14 
55 24 
33 14 
55 18 
33 24 

U[w/m;uC]  
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Table V.2.  Bbotstrap Kinetic Parameters, Microbial Growth 

Sample 
number 

Ea' 
[kJ/mol] 

LntKo*) Ea 
[kJ/mol] 

Ln(Ko) 

1 156 65.8 106 46.7 

2 147 62.1 108 47.4 

3 151 64.1 111 48.8 

4 149 63.1 113 49.3 

5 151 63.9 112 49.1 

6 158 66.6 113 49.9 

7 159 67.1 105 46.2 

8 151 63.8 112 48.9 

9 154 65.1 113 49.4 

10 152 64.3 106 46.1 

11 146 61.5 111 49.1 

12 150 63.2 114 50.1 

13 148 62.7 108 47.4 

14 148 62.5 107 47.3 

15 144 60.8 107 46.9 

16 151 63.8 110 48.5 

17 157 66.2 112 49.1 

18 156 66.3 107 46.6 

19 148 62.7 111 49.1 

20 150 63.5 108 47.5 

21 159 67.1 108 47.8 

22 154 65.3 107 46.8 

23 152 64.4 105 46.2 

24 153 64.6 103 45.2 

25 151 63.8 117 51.8 
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Table V.3.  Combined Model Parameters 

(Other than those being estimated) 

Product thermal conductivity 0.5 w/m20C 
Product specific heat 3,700 J/Kg K 
Product density 1060 Kg/nr' 
Number of partitions (X) 5 
Number of partitions (Y) 5 
Number of partitions (Z) 5 
Initial temperature 1 "C 
Initial cell counts 1.0 x lO* CFU/g 
Time increment 40 s 
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T2 (Mid Point between GC and HS) 

T3: (Mid point between GC and VS) 

GC: Geometrical Center 
HS: Horizontal Food Surface 

VS: Vertical Food Surface 

Figure V.l  Position of thermocouples within food model 
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Figure V.2  Center temperature and microbial growth simulations for a 0.05 m 

infinite pollack surimi slab covered with a 0.01 m expanded polystyrene layer 
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Figure V.3 Experimental and calculated temperatures for different locations in 

a pollack surimi block taken from chamber #1 
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Figure V.4 Experimental and calculated temperatures for different locations in 

a pollack surimi block taken from chamber #2 
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Figure V.5    Effect of bootstrap sample size on the standard deviation and 

coefficient of variation of estimated shelf-life values 
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Figure V.6 Computer experiment #1: effect of a stepwise temperature fluctuation 

a. Environment and food corner temperature. 

b. Estimated microbial growth and shelf-life and variability assessment. 
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Figure V.7 Computer experiment #2: effect of a stepwise temperature fluctuation 

and a change in container material 

a. Environment and food corner temperature for a pollack surimi block in two 

container types (EPS and cardboard). 

b. Estimated microbial growth and shelf-life and variability assessment for two 

container types (EPS and cardboard). 
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CONCLUSION 

The advent of high-speed computers makes possible the practical use of 

non-parametric statistic and numerical methods to solve and validate predictive 

models. The potential for growth and survival of microorganisms in refrigerated 

foods can be predicted by the use of these mathematical models. Control 

agencies, product development research and development departments as well as 

educational institutions can take advantage of these tools. The development of 

a data base for heat transfer and microbial growth parameters as well as time- 

temperature records are essential for the efficient use of these models. Moreover, 

the variability of the estimated shelf-life can be used as a scientific basis to assign 

a safety factor to a shelf-life determination. This will improve the decision-making 

process with regards to the safety and shelf-life of chilled foods. A particularly 

important aspect of these models is that they will encourage a more integrated 

approach to chilled food safety and shelf-life which will impact on all stages of 

production, from raw material acquisition and handling, through processing, 

storage, distribution, retailing, and consumer handling. 
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